Politics and Power
APUSH Exam Review

Political Review
I highly suggest you check out this review for the theme of Politics and Power
throughout American History. There are all kinds of comparison charts for political
parties, timelines, Supreme Court Case reviews, examples of prompts and documents.

Eras

Colonial through Revolution
Examples of Colonial Self-Government:
●
Mayﬂower Compact, Virginia House of Burgesses, Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, New England Confederation, New
England Town Meetings
Colonists were loyal British subjects. What led this to change?
●
Enlightenment Thought- natural rights, right to rebel if rights are not given
●
First Great Awakening- questioning traditional church authority led to questioning governmental authority
●
French and Indian War (Seven Years War)- 1754-1763
○
Colonists believed they were entitled to the beneﬁts of war (land west of the Appalachian Mountains) which they did
not get (Proclamation of 1763)
○
End of Salutary Neglect
○
A string of taxes to pay for the war---idea of taxation without representation in Parliament was seen as a denial of rights
Declaration of Independence (1776)
●
This did not happen overnight---took years for colonists to believe in the idea of rebellion
●
Rebellion was not supported by all colonists---roughly a third of colonists supported independence
●
Used ideas from the Enlightenment
●
“All men are created equal” did not mean all people or even all men----white men with property
○
Still an advancement from Britain where the aristocracy ruled

Articles of Confederation
(1781-1789)
●
●
●

●

Created in reaction to British rule
Confederate style government- a loose association of states
Biggest example of a problem- Shays’ Rebellion
○
Indebted farmers who were promised money by the Continental
Congress protested and there was no military to put down the rebellion
and no money to pay the veterans as promised
Success- Northwest Ordinance- detailed a plan for territories to become
states, outlawed slavery in the Northwest Territories

Federalists vs. Antifederalists --They’re not political parties!!!!
Contextualization:
●
Independence was won, new government created (Articles of Confederation) but it was not working (ex. Shays’ Rebellion, debt,
currency, trade, military, etc).
○
Don’t forget- the Articles of Confederation created a WEAK central government because of fear of governmental abuse
(tyranny) as we experienced under British rule
●
Constitutional Convention- decision to create a new government to replace the Articles, created Federalism (the division of
power between the state and national governments)
○
After the Constitution was written, it needed to be ratiﬁed. There were two opposing groups:
■
Federalists- they wrote the Constitution and believed in a strong national government
■
Antifederalists- they opposed the Constitution because they feared a strong central government. They also
questioned the legitimacy of the Constitution (they believed that the Articles should have been amended which
was next to impossible to do)
○
What happened next?
■
Federalists wrote the Federalist Papers to try to convince Americans to ratify the Constitution
■
Anti Federalists wrote the Anti Federalist Papers (not as famous) and demanded a Bill of Rights be added to the
Constitution to guarantee rights for Americans

First Party System (1792-1824)
Federalists and Democratic-Republicans (aka Republicans)

Federalists vs. Democratic Republicans
Contextualization:
●
Washington chooses a cabinet made up of people with strong opinions
○
Hamilton- Secretary of the Treasury- believed in a strong central government, member of the Constitutional Convention
and an author of the Federalist Papers, created a ﬁnancial plan which utilized a loose interpretation of the Constitution
■
Financial Plan: Bank of the United State, tariff, assumption of states’ debts (move Capital to Washington DC), tax
on Whiskey----goal: restore America’s international reputation, stimulate business, pay off debts
○
Jefferson- Secretary of State- author of the Declaration of Independence, was not present at the Constitutional
Convention (he was in France), skeptical of too much power in the hands of the national government
■
Had a strict interpretation of the Constitution and thus believed that the Bank of the United States was
unconstitutional, was in favor of the “plain people” and did not support the tax on whiskey
○
French Revolution- France asked for American support based on our alliance during the Revolutionary War
■
Hamilton supported Britain, not France. Was concerned about mob rule
■
Jefferson supported France- “The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of

patriots and tyrants.”
■
■

Washington proclaimed neutrality (additionally- Jay’s Treaty, Farewell Address)
Adams continued to deal with issues- XYZ Affair, Alien and Sedition Acts, Kentucky-Virginia Resolutions

Marshall Court (1801-1835)
●
●
●

Federalist
Appointed as part of Adam’s
Midnight Appointments
Cases strengthened the
Federal Government

Marshall Court

Marshall Court

Second Party System (1828-1854)
Democrats, Whigs (National Republicans), and start of Third Parties

Contextualization:
What led to the 2nd Party System
War of 1812
●
Opposed by Federalists- Jefferson had put into place an embargo (Embargo Act of 1807) and Madison had put into place the
Non-Intercourse Act (1809)- both laws had a detrimental impact on trade in New England
○
Hartford Convention (1814-1815)- condemned war, 3/5th Compromise, proposed presidential term limits---war ended
soon after and Federalists were seen as being unpatriotic
●
Americans experienced a wave of patriotism following the “victory” of the War of 1812, nostalgia for founding fathers,
nationalism (meaning goal of strengthening the nation) which led to the...
Era of Good Feelings
●
Federalists died out following the war, one political party, start of the American System (Tariff of 1816, Second Bank of the
United States)
Election of 1824
●
John Quincy Adams vs. Andrew Jackson, no one got a majority of the electoral vote- House of Representatives
●
Henry Clay inﬂuenced people to vote for Adams---was then appointed Secretary of State----seen as a Corrupt Bargain
●
Ended Era of Good Feelings

Jacksonian Era
Jackson vs. Clay (and John C. Calhoun for fun)- his only regrets “[That] I didn’t shoot Henry Clay and I didn’t hang John C.
Calhoun.”
●
Nulliﬁcation Crisis- Calhoun stated that South Carolina could nullify the Tariff of 1828 (Tariff of Abominations), Jackson
disagreed, Calhoun threatened to secede, Jackson- Force Bill, Clay negotiates a new lower tariff
●
Bank War- Clay and Whigs pass a bill to recharter the Bank of the United States, Jackson vetoes, takes all of the money out of
the National Bank and puts money in regional “Pet Banks” to “kill the Bank”. Jackson believed the Bank was unconstitutional
and speciﬁcally hurt farmers and westerners.
●
Veto of the Maysville Road Bill- part of the American System for internal improvements, Jackson believed that the bill was
unconstitutional (strict interpretation of the Constitution)
●
Indian Removal Act (1830)
○
Started with Georgia trying to remove Native Americans (Cherokee) from reservations, state actions were found
unconstitutional in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia and Worcester v. Georgia- Jackson did not enforce ruling “John
Marshall has made his decision, now let him enforce it”
○
Trail of Tears
●

James K. Polk- Young Hickory- continuation of Jackson’s policies----major accomplishment: achieving Manifest Destiny with
the acquisition of the Oregon Territory and victory in the Mexican-American War

Third Party System (1854-1896)

Republicans vs. Democrats (& Populists)

Contextualizing:
What led to the Third Party System?
Mexican-American War
●
The war itself was controversial because it was seen as a means to expand slavery
●
Victory resulted in the Mexican Cession, then the discovery of gold in California, then the Compromise of 1850
○
Compromise of 1850- Popular Sovereignty in New Mexico and Utah territories, Fugitive Slave Act, California entered as
a free state, end of slave trade in Washington DC
■
Led to growth of abolitionist movement
■
Opened door for Popular Sovereignty elsewhere
Kansas Nebraska Act- popular sovereignty in territories which happened to be north of the Missouri Compromise 36 30’ Line
●
Led to Bleeding Kansas, Brooks/Sumner Incident
●
Break-up of the Whig party and the formation of the Republican Party
Who were the Republicans?
●
Conscience Whigs and Democrats
●
Free Soilers
●
Liberty Party/Abolitionists
Led to the Lincoln/Douglas Debates and Lincoln’s eventual victory in the Election of 1860
●
Lincoln was a free soiler---he did not initially want to end slavery!
●
Main goal was to keep the nation together "... If I could save the Union without freeing any slave I would do it, and if I could
save it by freeing all the slaves I would do it; and if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone, I would also do
that...."

Fourth Party System (1896-1932)

Republicans vs. Democrats

Contextualization:
What led to the Fourth Party System?
Reconstruction
●
Radical Republicans took over Reconstruction from Andrew Johnson following the assassination of Lincoln, focus on
punishing the South and granting rights for African Americans
○
Results- African Americans voted Republican monolithically until the 1960’s
○
Solid South- the South voted solidly Democratic until the 1960’s
○
Grantism- although Grant was an ardent Reconstructionist, his administration was plagued with scandals (Whiskey Ring
and Credit Mobilier)
○
Reconstruction ended with the Compromise of 1877 and the election of Hayes
Industrialization
●
Republicans favored laissez faire practices and supported big businesses (exceptions: Homestead Act, Paciﬁc Railway Act,
tariffs)
●
Democrats opposed tariffs, were often immigrants or laborers and farmers
Populist Party
●
Reaction to Industrialization and practices of big businesses
●
Coalition of farmers of all races
●
Goals- government regulation of big businesses, increased democracy, end of tariffs, bimetallism (free silver)
●
Most reforms did not happen during the 1800’s but formed the basis for the Progressive Era reforms

Progressive Era through the 1932
Progressives
●
Progressive Presidents: Theodore Roosevelt (R), Taft (R), and Wilson (D)
●
Roosevelt- Square Deal- 3 C’s: Conservation, Consumer Protection, Corporations
●
Wilson- New Freedom
Election of 1912
●
Taft (up for reelection), Roosevelt (3rd Party Progressive Party aka Bull Moose Party), Wilson
○
3rd party split the vote- Wilson won
Return to Normalcy
●
Following World War I- movement to return to normalcy or pre-war years
●
End of Progressivism---Republicans returned to Laissez Faire
○
Roll back of government regulation
○
1920’s Republican Presidents: Harding, Coolidge, Hoover
Start of the Great Depression
●
Hoover was slow to react to the Great Depression
●
Believed in rugged individualism- pull yourself up by your bootstraps
●
Lost to FDR in 1932
○
Start of the 5th Party System

